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December 4, 2017

Tuscookany!

T H I S I S N O T YO U R AV E R A G E C O O K I N G
CLASS... IT'S 100% BETTER!
*All opinions stated in this review/post are my own.

Relaxing in their gorgeous pool @ villa Torre del Tortufo

During our #italylovetour , this was probably our most relaxing and luxurious stay. @Ravarre loves to
cook, and I love views, so staying at the Torre Del Tortufo villa was perfect! She enjoyed 2 days of
cooking classes and on our final day there was an excursion where we visited a wine vineyard and an olive
oil field for exclusive tastings!
WE LOVE TUSCOOKANY!

Here are some photos of their gorgeous property, and inside our lovely room.
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Tuscookany has 3 all-inclusive villas where they offer different cooking style classes, and for different
lengths of time. They have wonderful reviews all over the internet, and I personally can't wait to return
for another staycation. Tuscookany was very helpful with arranging transportation to and from the train
station, and their overall service during our visit was IMPECCABLE!! Visit their website for more info.
" T H E B E S T C O O K I N G C L A S S I' V E E V E R TA K E N" - @ R AVA R R E

Below are pictures of the kitchen/dining area, the truffle hunting experience, and the other villa guests
(who we adore!).
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Each day the participants prepared/cooked what we would be eating for dinner that night. Then, the
entire villa came down for dinner as we sat a huge dining table (in true Italian style). The meals were
AMAZING! At the end of each dinner, CHEF FRANCO would bring out a huge crate full of liquors. He
pulled them out one by one and sat each bottle on the table, when he was done the ENTIRE TABLE was
full of liquor! Haha it was like Santa bringing gifts each night :) Needless to say, after a few shots of
homemade Limoncello the camera was put to sleep and the villa continued to talk and party into the
night. Fun times!!
On our last day, the guests went on an excursion (included with your all-inclusive stay). Here are some
pictures below of the fun adventure day away from the villa.
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The classes are small.
The staff is wonderful.
The Chef is awesome.
The villa is gorgeous.
The spa was blissful.

The food was delicious.
The memories made, unforgettable.
UNTIL NEXT TIME, CIAO TUSCOOKANY!

Photo by @Ravarre

BONUS CONTENT::: A short video clip was sent to me by one of the guests at the villa :) Thanks
Christine!!

WATCH HERE

p.s. If you liked my post, please share it using the buttons below :)
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Such an amazing Villa and experience! When’s the next trip?!
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